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2 About The Association….
Postal Address
c/- Thornbury Community Church
16 - 18 Martin St
Thornbury VIC 3071

Annual Membership
$31 ($15 concession)

Office Bearers:Chair: Simon Moore
Treasurer: Poppi Athinis
Secretary: Paul Spanos
imia@optusnet.com.au

Committee Meetings
Scheduled as required - please
contact Secretary for times and
locations. NAT Members
welcome to attend.

Annual General Meeting
September 27th, 2020 - 2:30pm
at Thornbury Community Church

Newsletter Editor
Michael Costello
Please send news items to:michcos@optusnet.com.au

Northern Access Television
Assn Inc. is proudly a Full
Member of the Melbourne
Community Television
Consortium Ltd.

NAT TV Guide
Digital TV
Channel 44
Current regular programs on air
(Times subject to change and
programs may be repeated)
Spirit of Life
Thursday 12:00pm
In-depth Christian Interviews
Harmony In Diversity
In Recess
Multi-faith and Inter-faith Program
Zontas 100%
Temporary Timeslot
Sunday 9:00am
Greek Christian Program
Immigrant Strong
In Recess
Candid interviews with Leaders.
Kultur Shok
Coming Soon
Multicultural Performances.
Inline Plus
Starts 25/5/2020
Monday 5:30pm
Inline & Roller Skating TV.

Cover Story
The End Of An Era
- Community TV to
cease transmission on
June 30th, 2020.
The news that we have been dreading for a while leaked through on the
3rd of March from a Senate Estimates Committee question. The
Federal Government was asked, and had to admit, that Community TV
will be forced oﬀ the air on June 30th, 2020.
As it turns out, only two stations will be left broadcasting when the
deadline hits, as unfortunately the uncertainty around the broadcast
licence arrangements has already claimed WTV Perth, which ended
its broadcasting towards the end of February.
Obviously, many of us at NAT will be disappointed with this decision
to end the station’s ability to broadcast after 25 years on air, and 30
years since the rst
Test Broadcasts.
For further details,
please follow
@C31Melbourne and
@44adelaide on
Social Media, or
follow the hashtag
#KeepLocalTV .
RIGHT: Part of C31 and
44’s campaign to try
and stay on air,
currently running on
Social Media.
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Yes, NAT has been impacted by this in a few ways:Please expect some disruption to normal production of
programs, as this crisis continues.



It is likely that David and Michael will experiment with
interviews done using software such as Skype, Zoom and vMix Call.
Some future programs might be recorded using this method. It
might pay to invest in a good webcam, or work out how to capture
your existing production cameras into your computer for this
purpose. If you need help with this, please contact David or
Michael, and we can help point you in the right direction.




Meetings might likely be done the same way, and the AGM in
September may become a “Zoom” meeting. Please stay tuned to
the next newsletter for any changes.

Special Newsletter in November
Preparations are already underway for the special newsletter in
November. To help us prepare the required number of pages, etc,
please start to think about what you would like to include in this
edition.

Some ideas for NAT Members to think about:Write about your involvement in the group, the changes you have
seen, and the progress of your programs or productions.



Write a brief message of “congratulations” for the group.




Any other NAT related writing you can think of!

Experimental
NAT “Zoom” Meeting
An experimental “Zoom” Meeting, via the well known Video Conference
Software, was conducted on Sunday 5th April from around 1:30pm
onwards. While called at short notice, 7 members were able to
participate in the meeting. No formal business was discussed on this
occasion, but it was a “proving session” to see whether NAT members
could get used to operating the system. However, some discussion was
had on ways to use the software and other methods of online recording to
continue programs while Coronavirus restrictions are in place.
Further NAT Meetings via “Zoom” may be held soon at other times.

If you would like to be kept informed of when these meetings
are happening, please send your email details through to
michcos@optusnet.com.au, and we will arrange to send you
the meeting invites and passwords.

ABOVE: In “attendance” in the Zoom meeting were Michael Costello (X2) , John Stewart, Simon
Moore, Wayne Collyer, David McLauchlan, Poppi Athinis & Takis Manetas.
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What C31 and NAT might
look like post-broadcast.
The end of Community TV Transmissions will not mean the end of C31, or
Northern Access Television for that matter. It will be more important than
ever for the Member Groups of the Consortium to stick together, and for
the Member Groups like Northern Access Television to keep doing what
we do. Here are some points about what a post broadcast C31 and NAT
will most likely be like.:

Northern Access Television, as it does now, will continue to post our
programs to YouTube. We are developing quite a library of new and
past programs online. The current NAT website provides an index to
these shows, and we will continue to make re nements to the website
to bring attention to our online content.



We expect that C31 will continue to run a Program Stream on their
website, showing programs at certain times as the broadcast used to.
However this is going to depend on how C31 will fund the staﬀ
members needed to provide this service, how it can be sponsored and
how many viewers end up using the online service.



Northern Access Television is working on a “Video Portal” site, which
will showcase NAT’s online content. With a current working title of
“NATter.video” - this will not replace the existing YouTube channels,
but will complement the eﬀorts our producers are already making to
upload our programs online.

The “NATter.video” Processes:1. Producers will upload videos to their YouTube channels, as they
do now. No extra work from producers will be required.
2. Producers for NAT will arrange their videos into “Playlists”,
which will be embedded into the “NATter.video” website.
3. Producers will inform Michael of their new YouTube “Playlists”.
4. When videos are added to the correct “Playlists”, they will
then automatically appear on “NATter.video”.
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ABOVE: The current front page of “NATter.video” - the new NAT Video Portal.
It is a bit “bare bones” at the moment, but it is a start of things to come!

The NAT Video Portal “NATter.video”
The new NAT Video Portal continues to be “under development”, as time
permits by Michael Costello. However, for the project to progress, we will
need the help of just about all NAT members.
We all have diﬀerent skills to bring to this project. Some of us do layout
and graphic design work, others make video content, and others still are
good at coding websites and blog and WordPress code.
If you are interested in helping us develop this resource for the bene t of
all NAT members and the target communities, please contact Michael
Costello at michcos@optusnet.com.au to arrange a login and password.
The site is running on a special purpose-built WordPress system ,
designed for sharing videos, in particullar YouTube videos, which is the
system most of us use for sharing content. It can also share videos from
other sources if required. When nished, it should be “A sight to see!”.
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30th Anniversary News

Progress on 30th Anniversary
Celebration Night in November.
Progress has been made towards the 30th Anniversary Celebration Night
in November, with a number of invitations being sent out via mail and
email around February. Reminders will be sent to all concerned as well,
closer to the event. Producers and Oﬃce Bearers of NAT also have
received a batch of 10 invitations to pass on to their crew members.
The format for the night is starting to become clearer:- There will be a meal, followed by video and live presentations showing
the progress of the group over 30 years.
- There will be no charge to attend the night -costs will be covered by the
Association, with arrangement with Thornbury Community Church.
- Further planning for the event will be undertaken after the Annual
General Meeting in September.

NAT 30th Anniversary Celebra on
Night and Meal.
Friday 27th November, 2020 from 6pm
Thornbury Community Church Hall
16 - 18 Martin St, Thornbury.
All past and present members welcome to
a end. Please RSVP to
michael@nat30years.info or
041 11 22 967 by November 1st

Northern Access
Television Radio
returns to the
website.
Northern Access Television’s online
radio sta on, “Northern Access
Television Radio” has returned to
the groups website.
The service is currently running Test Broadcasts, with audio segments
from the programs NAT Chat, Harmony In Diversity and Red Lobster
Poetry, along with some Radio Community Service Announcements.
Some audio segments from other programs may join the service in the
near future, and NAT members who wish to experiment with audio
programs can be granted access to the Radio Server on either a
pre-recorded or live basis.
The main problem that saw the service stop a li le while back, was the
cost of the server we were using. A more cost-eﬀec ve server has
been found now, and the price of the service should see it con nuing
on for a while to come.
Anyone who has ideas for
content for “Northern
Access Television Radio”,
either audio from TV or
video segments, or Audio Only
programs, should contact
Michael Costello for further
details on how to get involved
with this new NAT service.
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Production News
Inline Plus has nally got to the
point of being nished, after a few
setbacks, and will be one of the
last programs to screen on
Community TV in the last
broadcast season.

The show will commence on air in the Monday 5:30pm timeslot from 25th May,
2020 on C31 Melbourne, and in the Friday 6:30pm timeslot on 44 Adelaide from
22nd May. Further details of upcoming episodes can be seen at the website.
It will be a “short season” of only 4 episodes, and these episodes were the ones
shot late last year in Adelaide. Repeats might be shown on both stations as well.

Sydney and Melbourne Shoots Postponed.
Due to “Coronavirus Panic”, we have had to postpone further shoots for the show
until around October / November. These will be in Sydney and Melbourne. These
episodes will be broadcast on Aurora TV on Foxtel.
Are you ok with the government turning
"Community TV to white noise"?
As a migrant media professional and a member
of an ethnic and religious minority I found a
space on C31 Melbourne and
Geelong for my show Immigrant Strong and
hope to run more content starting with a cross
cultural art series we've been documenting for two years titled Kultur Shok Jam.
All our ideas, however relevant require a platform to air them.
Behind the scenes the Liberal government has been hacking away at this platform
for years resulting in Community TV stations going oﬄine in Perth, Brisbane and
Sydney - only Adelaide and Melbourne remain.
I have decided to ght this decision and request your support here specially in this
time of crisis to not only maintain but provide support to Community TV and
bring back the networks that have collapsed under this detrimental ad-hoc policy.
I feel the total collapse in Community TV will only pave the way for a complete
Murdoch media monopoly.
Suggest action that can be taken to protect and reinvigorate the Community TV
platform in all major cities
Organise and resist!

Omar Pervaiz, via Immigrant Strong Facebook page.
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Due to the current Corona Virus problems, “NAT
Chat—Origins” will be delayed in production. It
was hoped to have it ready for the current season,
however it will not be delayed until the following
C31 season. Hopefully the station will still be on air
to broadcast the program, but if not, it will, at least be posted online on the
new “NAT History” website.
Some of the shows may be done as “Zoom” interviews over the coming
months, until we can resume shoots in the Burwood studio.
Past and present NAT members, volunteers and presenters will be
interviewed on this series in the coming months.

Nine ways to kill an association….
1. Don’t come to its meetings.
2.. If you come, come late.
3. Never accept an ofce - it is easier
to criticise than to do things.
4. If asked by the Chairman to give
your opinion regarding some
important matter, tell him you have
nothing to say. After the meeting, tell
everyone how THINGS ought to be
done.
5. Do no more than is absolutely necessary, but when other members roll
up their sleeves and willingly use their abilities to help things along, howl
that the Association is run by a clique.
6. Hold back your fees as long as possible.
7. When you attend a meeting, vote to do something and then go home
and do the opposite.
8. Agree to everything said at the meeting and disagree with it outside.
9. When asked for information don’t give it.
- Reprinted from “Australian Air Pilot” in 1974,
via the “Sir Reginald Ansett Transport Museum“ Facebook Page.
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C31 Melbourne News

Community TV Deadline Approaches C31 & 44 responds.
C31 Melbourne and C44 Adelaide today (4/3/2020) stand united in their
commitment to con nue to serve their local communi es, despite the news from
yesterday's Senate Es mates that Minister Fletcher is standing ﬁrm to a June 30
switch-oﬀ for Community TV.
Conﬁrma on of the Governments decision follows the recent closure of WTV Perth
last week - a terrible loss for local arts, journalism and educa on in WA - however
we are encouraged by the strength of the support that s ll exists for Community TV.
Despite six years of instability caused by a series of chao c last-minute and shortterm reprieves and forgoing $3.5m in lost revenue due to this ongoing uncertainty,
both Melbourne and Adelaide sta ons have con nued to provide an important,
vibrant and diverse contribu on to Australia's cultural fabric.
With no alterna ve use planned for the spectrum that Community TV occupies the
Government's decision to switch oﬀ community TV will result in a vacant unused
channel for many years to come. White noise will replace vibrant and diverse local
content. C31 Melbourne and C44 Adelaide contend that this decision does not
amount to the eﬀec ve and eﬃcient use of valuable spectrum bandwidth, nor is our
departure from the airwaves of beneﬁt to the Australian public.
In 2019 alone, Community TV sta ons aired over 150 brand new, locally produced
shows per week, 32 of which come from culturally and linguis cally diverse program
makers. Equa ng to around 220 hours of Australian-made TV involving over 1000
volunteers on a weekly basis. We accommodate 140 internships annually and
broadcast 11 programs as part of ter ary ins tu on coursework. This has all been
done at zero cost to the Australian tax-payer - Community TV is and always has been
self-funded.
We sincerely believe the Government does not intend to oversee the loss of
Community TV in Australia and we look forward to an opportunity to meet with
Minister Fletcher to discuss a way forward for the remaining broadcasters.

Matt Field Departs as General Manager
of C31, Shane Dunlop takes over.
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Mitchell Kalika ,via C31 Blog
The Chairman of C31 Melbourne, Cr Mike Zaﬁropoulos
AM, today (28/1/2020) announced the resigna on of
Ma Field as General Manager of Melbourne’s local
community TV broadcaster.
“Ma took on the role in 2015 in an environment of
signiﬁcant uncertainty of ongoing access to broadcas ng
spectrum and has led the organisa on through a program
of transforma on, preparing it for a digital future - whilst
con nuing to advocate to the Government for its Free to
Air status” said Cr Mike Zaﬁropoulos AM.In his me in the
role the sector achieved four further licence renewals
including most recently a further a two-year extension.

Ma Field

Under Ma ’s leadership the broadcaster has increasingly moved into socially aware
content produc on a rac ng grant and philanthropic funding, as well as developing
a not for proﬁt social enterprise unit Community Builder that is producing digital
content for the Not for Proﬁt sector.
“The last four years has been an incredible journey for Community TV in Melbourne
and I’m proud of the role I have played in that journey, supported by an amazing
team of staﬀ” Ma said. “There is s ll work to do but I believe that Community TV is
more important than ever providing a pla orm for local voices, representa on of
diversity on our screens and a pla orm for the next genera on of emerging screen
talent”.

Shane Dunlop

C31 Head of Produc on, Shane Dunlop, has been
appointed Ac ng General Manager and takes up this
posi on with immediate eﬀect. Cr Mike Zaﬁropoulos AM
on behalf of the board welcomes Shane, who in recent
years has played a signiﬁcant role suppor ng Ma . “The
C31 board is conﬁdent that Shane will con nue the
excellent work of his predecessor and will meet the
challenges ahead with
competence, ensuring that
the community broadcaster
maintains its vital community
role” said Cr Mike
Zaﬁropoulos AM.
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NAT Polo Shirts

NAT Crew Member Polo Shirts Orders being taken for next print run.
Orders are being taken for the next print run of Northern Access
Television Crew Member Polo Shirts. These need to be made in Print Run
Batches of 5, so if you are interested in obtaining one of these shirts,
please contact Michael as soon as you can. When we get to the Minimum
Order of 5, there will be another print run organised.

To place an order, please contact Michael by email michcos@optusnet.com.au or phone 041 11 22 967.
Payments can be made via PayPal, or by Direct Deposit if you prefer.

The cost per shirt is $40
Thank you to Pinnacle Sportswear for their printing and design work.

Watch C31 Live!
C31 Melbourne is available on the internet - your
computer, tablet, mobile, whatever you use!
View the station as it is being broadcast in Melbourne -anywhere!

http://www.c31.org.au/live

May 2020
Newsletter for MELfeed.video Melbourne and Victoria Web TV - A service of

Expansion “on the cards” for MELfeed
It has been a while since the first issue of “The TV Stream”, and that is because the
program lineup has been fairly stable since that issue. However, with the impending
shutdown of Community TV, MELfeed Video is looking to expand to help keep our
programs running. Very soon, new programs will join the service, and we will soon be
switching to broadcasting more recent episodes of our existing programs, as to date,
most of our episodes have been ‘years behind”.
We will be talking with our producers to
determine how they want their programs
broadcast in future. There will be some
“temporary” programs joining the service as well,
with the temporary edition of the new four
episode series of “Inline Plus”, and then in
November / December, another four episodes of
the show. “Spirit Of Life” will join the service
from June, and hopefully, new programs will join
MELfeed Video soon.
Please keep an eye on our social media for the
latest news on program changes as they happen!

It all happens every Monday Night at 8:00pm AEST!
Or watch our stream replays on demand!
youtube.MELfeed.video
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MELfeed Video

What is MELfeed Video?
MELfeed.video is a Web TV Service for Melbourne, Australia. Our service
features new and old Community TV Programs and other video content from
time to time. Programming is presented at least one night a week (currently
Monday nights) to start with, via Live Streams on YouTube Live, and the
broadcasts will be available for replay soon after. The website will also showcase
some on demand programs and content from the owner of the site and the
participating Community TV groups, whether that is via our own YouTube, or
other accounts associated with those programs. The aim is to provide a service
to promote some of the lesser known community TV programs, past and
present, on C31 Melbourne. These programs tend to not get much promotion on
the station!
Initial programs on this service will be drawn from the libraries of
Northern Access Television (NAT) and Melbourne East Television Regional
Organisation (METRO TV). Other program providers that wish to join with our
web TV service can ask us to consider their programs to be included as part of
the service. Sometimes serious, sometimes playful, these programs will find a
“second” home here on MELfeed.video! – The service is owned and operated by
Michael Costello (who trades as VideBus) and participation in the service by
programs and providers will be at his sole discretion.

Streaming Monday Nights at 9:30pm on MELfeed.video

The MELfeed.video Guide
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Streaming Mondays from 8:00pm at MELfeed.video
(N) - denotes Program from Northern Access Television.
(M) - denotes program from METRO-TV.
(R) - denotes Repeat episodes of Community TV Program.

Program
Spotlight

7:30pm

?
8:00pm (N) (R)

8:25pm - 6 News
Inline Plus
1/6/2020 - 22/6/2020

Harmony In Diversity
Other Weeks

9:00pm (N) (R)

Harmony In Diversity
Mul -faith and
Inter-faith Interview
program.

9:30pm (N) (R)

Spirit of Life
Chris an Interview
Program.

10:00pm (N) (R)

Fifteen Fabulous Minutes
The show that went to all of
Melbourne’s big events! (4:3)

10:30pm (N) (R)

Red Lobster Poetry
Performance Poetry from
readings all around
Melbourne.

11:00pm NEW

Transports of Distant Delight
Transport slides and
videos from here, there and
everywhere!

MELfeed Video

8:30pm (N) NEW

Harmony In Diversity is a MultiFaith and Inter-faith Program, talking
to people about their spiritual
journeys. Hosted
by Norm Currie,
the show is
currently not
producing new
episodes,
however the
MELfeed episodes
are quite a way
behind. To catch up a bit, we are
currently running double episodes of
the show in the 8:30pm and 9:00pm
timeslot (except for weeks shown in
the program guide when “Inline Plus”
will be shown at 8:30pm)

NAT Chat
Interviews with people from all
walks of life.

Monday
9:00pm

NEW LINEUP FROM JUNE
New Program
Coming Soon!

MELfeed Video
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6 News joins
MELfeed Video.

MELfeed Video brings you an “encore”
replay of the Sunday night “6 News”
bulle n from 8:25pm Monday Nights.
Presented by Leonardo Puglisi, a Year 7
student, and his team, it brings you the
news in brief from Melbourne and
around the world, with extra details of
trending social media and weather.

“Inline Plus” returns to MELfeed Video
Episode 1 - Skate Fit Cru
1/6/2020 - 8:30pm

“Inline Plus” visits Adelaide for a new
series of programs. These episodes
will run on MELfeed Video a week
behind their Community TV
broadcast. These new episodes will
be followed in November / December
with a further four episodes, based in
Sydney and Melbourne. Here are the
details of the episodes and airdates
in the 8:30pm timeslot:-

Episode 2 - Rockabellas
Roller Derby
8/6/2020 - 8:30pm
Episode 3 - Skate SA
15/6/2020 - 8:30pm
Episode 4 - Adelaide Roller
Derby
22/6/2020 - 8:30pm
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NAT Gallery
Spirit Of Life
Spirit Of Life is now over
700 episodes strong!
In this interview, aired
around March, was
Fr. Eugene Ashkar - a
Victorian Catholic Priest,
with David McLauchlan
and host for this
episode, Mirella Rich.
This is the studio at
Burwood, as set up for
Spirit Of Life. Diﬀerent
coloured curtains are
used for diﬀerent shows
shot here (such as the
diﬀerent colours used
below for NAT Chat)

NAT Chat Origins
NAT Chat - Origins has
commenced shoots, with
the rst interview
recorded being with
Michael Costello and
host David McLauchlan.
If you have a photo or still please send them
through to Michael by email.

Inline Plus—”Adelaide Series”
Program looking at the world of Inline and Roller Skating in its many
different forms.

C31 Melbourne - Monday 5:30pm
Commencing 25/5/2020
44 Adelaide - Friday 6:30pm
Commencing 22/5/2020
MELfeed.video - Monday 8:30pm
Commencing 1/6/2020

